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“FRAME-OFF

”

A restoration project in which the entire vehicle is
completely disassembled with all parts cleaned or
replaced as necessary.
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Project Description
The Petersen Automotive Museum project involved a complete exterior and interior renovation of the existing museum, as well as seismic strengthening of the original 1960’s to 1970’s concrete structure. (Inset) The exterior was
wrapped in flowing metal ribbons to convey a sense of motion. New interior structural work included seismic strengthening of shear walls, a two story spiral stair, new car displays, and a large new car elevator.

Structural Scope of Work

Car Elevator

Integrated 3D Finite Element Analysis
Saiful Bouquet imported Wallace Engineering’s models of the ribbons into the overall building analysis model to create a
merged 3D computer model of the ribbon structure (red) and building frame (blue). This model was used to determine
gravity, wind, seismic, and thermal reactions from the ribbons to the building, as well as to properly model the building
support stiffness and effects of building movements on the ribbons and supporting trees, bushes, and outriggers.
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Along the property line wall, connections were required to be flush with the
existing structure. A special detail was developed to allow flush embed
plate connections to be made without cutting column spiral reinforcing.
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Design Challenges
•

Engineering Integration: The design of the ribbons (by Zahner, with Wallace Engineering) and supports to the base building (by SBI) was based
on an integrated 3D finite element analysis model, shown at right.

•

SBI participated in the development of the architectural design, identifying areas of the building which could be demolished to allow 3D volume
and seismic mass allowance to maximize the sculptural effect of the new skin systems, and also establishing the “tree” and “shrub” support
locations and capacities.

•

Seismic strengthening: New shotcrete shear walls, drag beams, and micropile foundations had to be constructed with the museum’s car
collection in place.

•

Transfer of large forces from the ribbons to the existing building frame: Over 100 unique details were required for the ribbon connections to the
columns, slab edges, roof beams, and parapets of three different buildings, as well as new pile foundations. Ribbons were supported through
rooftop tube steel “trees,” perimeter “bushes,” new grade beams and piles, a space truss over the parking structure entrance, and various
outriggers and embed plates.

•

The ribbon cladding system required trees, shrubs, and outriggers to be placed with high precision. Constructability was ensured by developing
connections with significant field tolerances and providing mechanisms to translate, rotate, level and plumb each connection on site. No
constructability or tolerance issues were encountered with these details.

•

New spiral stairs and car elevator: These elements required significant restructuring of the existing concrete frame.
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Tree column connections were designed to transfer 200k-ft
moments to existing structures and allow for precise leveling
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Some rooftop trees required partially upturned,
partially downturned concrete beams.
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"Shrub" connections were located to straddle
existing columns at the perimeter beams.

Outriggers were typically connected to flat
slab/ column/ edge beam intersections.

Representative Details – Over 100
details were developed for ribbon
attachments to 3 structures

